
2015-11-18 PEPFAR Data Exchange Implementer Call

Want to join the call?
Dial Toll Free Number:

US: 800-220-9875
Norway: 800-142-85
Ireland: 800-625-002
Canada: 800-221-8656
South Africa 0-800-982-555
International (Not Toll-free) 1-302-709-8332
For additional toll free country numbers  .click here

 Access Code 69593570#

**We can dial in any participants who are not able to connect through Skype or one of the above numbers, please email   24 Angad.Dhindsa@icfi.com
hours in advance to be dialed in.

Notes
 

Attendees:
Jamie Thomas (Regenstrief)
Angad Dhindsa (MEASURE Evaluation)
Manish Kumar (MEASURE Evaluation)
Jennifer Shivers (Regenstrief) 
Mark DeZalia (OGAC)
James Kariuki (CDC)
Vlad Shioshvili (Measure Evaluation)
Angela (USAID)
Michael Mwebaze (MEASURE Evaluation/JSI
Stacey Berlow (MEASURE Evaluation)
Annah Ngaruro (ICF)
Denise Johnson (MEASURE Evaluation)
Donna Medeiros
Terry Zagar (Tanzania)
Vilma Thomas (CDC)
Brianna
Corey
Mary Kratz (DoD)
Lon Gowen (USAID/M/CIO)
Mike Gehron (OGAC)
Jim Grace (HISP)
Carl Leitner (IntraHealth)
Krissy Celentano (USAID/GH)
David Poreda (PwC)
Alejandra Covarrubias (PwC-OGAC)
Dana Juthe (PwC)
Steven Verner (Tanzania)
Materials: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rf3E4EW8LyjeWsceYd2UJPxQMcSCTgaxkRV8DxIHB5c/edit?usp=sharing
OpenHIE Wiki page for PEPFAR Data Exchange Implementers Community resources - https://wiki.ohie.org/display/SUB
/PEPFAR+Data+Exchange+Implementer+Community
Agenda:

Welcome and purpose of the meeting - Annah 

Overview of the SIMS Data Model in DATIM - Annah 

Overview of the ADX Standard  - Vlad

Sample SIMS ADX message Explained - Vlad 

Q&A

Minutes:

Welcome and purpose of the meeting - Annah 

RECORDING

An audio recording of today's call is available:  https://archive.org/details/20151118PEPFARDataExchangeAC226108
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Discuss PEPFAR Data Exchange. Have dialouge and discussion on questions and concerns

The call today will be specifically around SIMS

We hold other calls; umbrella call, data import, SIMS 

This is the model we have arrived at around SIMS - Architecture-based approach to data exchange

Overview of the SIMS Data Model in DATIM - Annah 

Lon - Data type documents available? Data version control logs are available.

Question about the format of the date.  YYYYMMDD?  - SIMS date reported on day of collection

Lon - Size of integer field would be nice to have

Vilma - Some RESP's are numbered not bool

Would need to do a mapping betweeen the SIMS code and the DATIM field code

Vilma - There is a need to identify SNU levels

Overview of the ADX Standard  - Vlad

IHE ADX Message specification - https://ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/QRPH/IHE_QRPH_Suppl_ADX_Rev1.0_PC_2015-05-29.pdf

DHIS2 Developer Guide, ADX information: https://www.dhis2.org/doc/snapshot/en/developer/html/ch01s13.html 

Sample SIMS ADX message Explained - Vlad 

Q- Can you use UUIDs?  A - Yes

Q - is there a question structure?  - A- No, this is for aggregate data.  

Data is for an org unit for a period for a specific mechanism

Q - How does this relate to the cover page and actual questions?

Might be helpful to have a cover page and show how the ADX message looks for that cover page.  

Want to see data in the tool and in the message

ADX is moving towards import and export in the standard 

No plans to desupport DXF2

Sample shown was designed to show structure, not a full message

Q - are the 5 groups shown required?  A- yes

transmit date is in the header of the ADX 

DHIS2 developers manual covers the response that will be received after processing

Q- What is the response like? - it will tell you that 8 were updated and one had an error

Q&A

AOB

Next SIMS call will be in December - information will be sent out to the mailing list and posted to the OpenHIE wiki - https://wiki.ohie.org
/display/SUB/PEPFAR+Data+Exchange+Implementer+Community

Next PEPFAR-DEIC Umbrella call is on December 2nd @9am ET

Mark would like to hear if this SIMS call was a useful call and if there is any feedback on how we can improve our call

Lon - I think this call was useful. Do we have timelines for implementation by agencies?

Mark - Will be sending out information on how to access development update

Denise - mid-february timeline for development

What is the plan for January?  

James - This is the first version of ADX and we will learn more as we use it.  
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